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Money and Autonomy
Dilemma Faced by the Nonprofit Sector
Abstract

Nonprofit organizations are also known as "non-governmental organizations" (NGOs). When
praising their independence and autonomy, people often forget to ask how nonprofit organizations survive
financially and where they get their money. This essay shows that the pervasive myth of nonprofit selfsufficiency has no factual base. In fact, in no country is private charity the dominant source of nonprofit
revenue. If private giving is not the major source of nonprofit revenue, what is? Are nonprofit revenue
sources the same across countries? How do sources of funding affect nonprofit behavior? These are the
questions this article attempts to answer. Its first section tries to explain why it is unlikely for the nonprofit
sector to generate an adequate level of resources for itself. The following section identifies three broad
patterns of nonprofit finance in the world: the fee-dominant pattern, the government dominant pattern, and
the foreign aid dominant pattern. The section III discusses the implications of each pattern for the nonprofit
sector’s autonomy. The final section is a brief conclusion.
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Nonprofit organizations are also known as "non-governmental organizations" (NGOs).1 When
praising their independence and autonomy, people often forget to ask how nonprofit organizations survive
financially and where they get their money. The issue of funding, in fact, is no small matter to the nonprofit
sector. Insufficient funds might force nonprofit organizations to give up worthy causes half way through;
severe shortage of financial support might even drive some of them out of existence altogether. Not only
the size of funding matters so does the source of revenue, because the latter has bearing on nonprofit
organizations’ autonomy. In English, there is a saying: “the one who pays the piper will call the tune.”
Similarly, an African proverb says: “if you have your hand in another man’s pocket, you must move when
he moves.” Most people would doubt whether nonprofit organizations could maintain their autonomy if
they rely mainly on government handouts. By the same token, if nonprofit organizations depend primarily
on service charges, people have reason to believe that the behavioral line between for-profit and nonprofit
organizations would become blurred. In any event, it seems to be hard for nonprofits to retain a meaningful
degree of independence unless they can ensure a vigorous base of philanthropic support, either in the form
of private giving or in the form of volunteer labor.
According to conventional wisdom, funding does not constitute a problem for the nonprofit sector.
A common belief is that in the West, at least, foundations, corporations and people at large are extremely
resourceful and very generous. Charitable contributions from such sources as foundation grants, corporate
gifts, and individual giving are so plentiful that they can be used not only to sustain the nonprofit sector
within the country, but also to support non-governmental organizations elsewhere in the world. Since
private charity alone is sufficient to keep the nonprofit sector functioning, it is not necessary for nonprofits
either to seek government support or to engage themselves into commercial activities. Therefore, the
nonprofit sector is not in danger of losing its autonomy.
Unfortunately, this pervasive myth of nonprofit self-sufficiency has no factual base. Numerous
empirical studies have demonstrated that in no country is private charity the dominant source of nonprofit
revenue. A recent seven-country study, for instance, concludes: “Private giving is not only not the major
source of nonprofit income in our seven countries. It is not even the second most important. ”2 If private
giving is not the major source of nonprofit revenue, what is? Are nonprofit revenue sources the same across
countries? How do sources of funding affect nonprofit behavior? These are the questions this short article
attempts to answer. However, before addressing to these questions, the next section will first try to explain
why it is unlikely for the nonprofit sector to generate an adequate level of resources for itself. The
following section will go no to identify all major sources of nonprofit revenue and examines the patterns of
nonprofit finance across countries. The section III will discuss the implications of each pattern for the
nonprofit sector’s autonomy. The final section is a brief conclusion.
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Voluntary Failure

Now, everybody knows that both market and state may fail. Market failure refers to its inability to
provide collective goods either at all or at the most desirable levels. The existence of market failure is
usually used to justify government intervention in resource allocation. While the state is able to offer
“public goods” for collective consumption, it may also fail in various forms. One common form of state
failure is “inefficiency in the state sector,” which economists have intensively studied.3 Another form of
state failure, however, seems to have only drawn attention from those economists who studies the nonprofit
sector. That is, the state tends to provide public goods only at the level that satisfied the median voter, thus
leaving some people’s demand for public goods unsatisfied.4 Where both market and state fail, nonprofit
organizations may have a positive role to play. Unlike for-profit organizations, nonprofits can offer public
goods. And unlike the state that can only offer standard provision of public goods, private nonprofit
organizations are so numerous and so flexible that they can meet the above-mentioned unsatisfied residual
demand by providing public goods in amounts supplemental to those provided by government.
In addition to providing collective goods, nonprofit organizations also provide certain types of
private goods, especially private goods and services that involve asymmetric distribution between
consumers and producers.5 In order to provide these two types of goods, however, nonprofits have to
generate adequate and stable flows of income. This is where voluntary actions will certainly fall far short of
the goal. Lester M. Salamon calls this “voluntary failure.”6 There are two reasons why “voluntary failure”
may occur.
First, if what voluntary organizations provide are services that have the character of public goods,
they are expected to confront the free-rider problem. “Public goods” are products or services that if
supplied to one person can be made available to others at no extra cost. A public good have two
characteristics, “non-rival consumption” (that is, one person’s consumption of the good does not reduce its
availability to anyone else) and “non-excludability” (that is, if the good is provided at all, the producer is
unable to prevent anyone from consuming it). The provision of a public good is a matter of collective
choice. Generally, we expect governments to provide public goods through compulsory taxation. An
alternative solution is voluntary contribution. The difficulty with this solution is that potential consumers
may be inclined to take “free ride.” Since, once produced, everyone can enjoy the good whether or not s/he
has paid for it, potential consumers may have incentive to shift the production cost to somebody else. There
are, of course, always some people who, for varieties of reasons, do not take free ride.7 But, unless given
discriminating “selective incentives,” most potential consumers of a public good are very likely to act as
opportunists. Even those who have altruist utility functions may not be willing to make voluntary
contribution either, because, worried about the free-rider problem, they may devote their resource to push
for government action. Pervasive free riding thus means that the voluntary solution will end up with a
failure. Only when contributions are involuntary, as they are through taxation, are they likely to be
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sufficient and consistent. The problem with nonprofit organizations is that they do not have the coercive
and compulsive powers of governments and the voluntary solution is the only means available to them. In
this sense, philanthropic insufficiency is an inherent shortcoming of the voluntary sector and the sector can
never be an “independent sector” in financial terms.
Beyond the free-rider problem, another cause of the “voluntary failure” is the asymmetry in
information distribution between potential donors and nonprofit organizations. By definition, donations
involve payments for services that are to be delivered to a whole community (i.e. collective goods) or to a
third party (as in the case of charities for the relief of the poor or distressed). In either case, the donor is in a
poor position to oversee the use made of her/his donation. What is worse, nonprofit organizations often
operate behind the screen of secrecy. Many of them are not willing to disclose even very basic financial and
programmatic information. Donors thus cannot see for themselves how their donated funds are used in
general, not to mention what uses are being made of their individual marginal contributions to the nonprofit
organization. Such asymmetrical distribution of information enables some nonprofit managers to abuse the
public donations they receive for personal benefits. Recent scandals of high salaries, perks and outright
embezzlement in the United States show how easy it is for nonprofit managers to divert some of the
residual to themselves and how difficult it is for donors to monitor nonprofit organizations.8 With weaker
legal framework, the monitoring problem is probably much worse in some other countries. Distrust fueled
by such instances certainly also limits the nonprofit sector’s ability to general revenue through voluntary
contribution.
Even if in a prefect world where no one is inclined to be a free rider and people fully trust the
nonprofit sector, as long as there are economic fluctuations, voluntary failure would persist. This becomes
clear when the society experiences an economic downturn. Precisely when voluntary services are most
urgently needed, benevolent individuals may find themselves least able to offer help and nonprofit
organizations find their revenue base eroding.
Salmon was right when he pointed out that “the voluntary system, despite its advantages in terms
of creating a meaningful sense of social obligation and legitimacy, nevertheless has serious drawbacks as
generator of a reliable stream of resources to respond adequately to community needs."9
There seems to be two ways to overcome the free rider problem. One way is somehow to make
contributions to the nonprofit sector involuntary. In many European welfare states, tax rates are quite high.
After using state compulsory power to levy taxes, however, the governments in those countries then heavily
subsidize the nonprofit sector. In the Netherlands, for instance, almost all of the staff and program costs of
voluntary service agencies are covered by government, through an elaborate subsidy system.10 In sense, the
governments in those countries have collected people’s contribution on the behalf of the nonprofit sector.
Correspondingly, in those countries, citizens’ voluntary contributions to the nonprofit sector tend to be
small in relative size, because they conclude that they have already made their “contributions” through
taxation. Figure 1, which is derived from data on six countries (France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the
United Kingdom, and the United States), shows that there may be a trade-off relationship between tax
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burden and private giving.11 Unfortunately, data on such countries as Canada, Switzerland, Netherlands,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Austria, and Japan are not available. Otherwise, the trade-off relationship may
be more vividly demonstrated.

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

An alternative way to overcome the free rider problem is to offer “selective incentives” or positive
inducements to those who make donations to nonprofit organizations.12 Tax incentive for charitable giving
is the most common form of “selective incentives” in this area. In some countries, individual charitable
contributions are deductible from income before computing tax obligations. In no country, tax incentives
for such giving are more generous than those offered in the United States. As a result, Americans seem to
be more willing to make contributions to the nonprofit sector than people are elsewhere.13 It can be
hypothesized that the more generous the tax benefits a country offers to those who make private giving, the
more contributions its nonprofit sector is likely to get directly from the population.14
Tax incentives, in effect, are also a form of state subsidy to the nonprofit sector, because they
represent the “foregone” or “potential” tax incomes of the state. Thus, tax subsidy and the above-mentioned
direct-grant subsidy are both state subsidies to the nonprofit sector. The only difference is that the former
allows individual donors to make allocative decisions, while the latter leaves that power to government
bureaucrats. Both solutions have their respective pros and cons. The tax subsidy solution may be able to
achieve a higher level of allocative efficiency, but the direct-grant subsidy solution is better at overcoming
the free rider problem. Among developed countries, no one adopts only one solution. All of them mix both.
However, no matter how well do they combine both solutions, they can never eliminate the free rider
problem.
Upon a brief reflection, it should be clear that the tax subsidy solution can be applied only to
countries where personal income tax has become an important source of government revenue, and the
direct-grant subsidy solution only to countries where the ratio of government revenue to GDP has been
relatively high. It implies that poor countries, with few people paying income tax and with low
revenue/GDP ratios, may not be in a position to adopt either solution. In other words, it is much more
difficult for poor countries to overcome the free rider problem. Even if people in poor countries were
altruists, with low levels of income, they probably would have to first pay for necessities like food,
housing, and transportation and so on before spending money on philanthropy. Either way, depending
mainly on private giving would almost ensure failure there. Although at the low level of development, the
demand for collective goods is also relatively low,15 such demand would certainly exceed the supply of
domestic charitable funds. Thus, inflows of external resources become necessary for the nonprofit sector to
survive and operate in those countries.
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The Patterns of Nonprofit Finance

Generally speaking, nonprofit organizations draw their incomes from the following four sources:

1.

Private charitable contribution, including donations from individuals, foundations, and
corporations. This is nonprofit organizations’ unique source of revenue, which sets them
apart from the public sector and private for-profit institutions. It should be noted that
individual giving includes donations of money as well as time. The value of volunteer time
should not be underestimated.16

2.

Government subsidy, including outright grants (i.e. direct government subsidies given to
nonprofit organizations in support of their activities and programs), contract (i.e. payments
made by public agencies to nonprofit organizations for services they deliver to eligible
recipients of certain government programs), and reimbursements (i.e. payments to eligible
recipients of government programs who purchase services from nonprofit organizations.17

3.

Fees and service charges that nonprofit organizations receive from the sale of its own services
or of some other products directly to consumers. The services provided by many nonprofits
are not public goods but rather private ones (such as the childcare provided by a nonprofit
day-care center, the nursing care provided by a nonprofit nursing home, and the entertainment
provided by a nonprofit symphony orchestra). In such cases, charging a price for the good or
service is conceivable. Even in cases of public goods, whenever exclusion is possible (which
makes such public goods “impure” ones), nonprofit organizations may also charge the
recipients for the goods or services they deliver. Like for-profits, nonprofits generate some of
their funds from the direct sale of services to consumers who want the goods they produce
and cannot get access unless they pay the prices.

4.

Funds from foreign donors, including grants and contributions from foreign government
institutions (e.g. USAID), foreign corporations, international institutions (such as UNESCO,
UNICEF, the World Bank), and Western foundations and other nonprofit organizations.
These Western nonprofits, in turn, get their money from individual and corporate donors as
well as from their governments.

Nonprofit organizations in all countries rely more or less on the first three sources, but those in
developing countries and transition countries also depend on foreign contributions to various degrees.
Although nonprofit revenue sources differ greatly from country to country, one thing is nearly universal,
that is, in no country is private charity the dominant source of nonprofit finance, which notably contradicts
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the widespread conventional impression. According to a 1996 multinational study, within the category of
private giving, individual giving is most significant, accounting for 13.9 percent of total nonprofit income
in the United States, 6.5 percent in Britain, 3.8 in France, and 2.1 in Germany. It may be surprising to many
that foundations are not a major source of nonprofit income. In the United States and Great Britain where
foundations are most developed, they provide only 2 percent of total nonprofit income. In other countries,
foundations’ contributions are almost negligible. The role of corporate giving is somewhat more important,
but on average, it accounts for only around 2 percent of total nonprofit income. Adding the three sources
together, private giving as a whole only represents 1 percent of nonprofit income in Japan, 4 percent in
Germany, 7 percent in France, 12 percent in the United Kingdom, and nearly 19 percent in the United
States. While, on average, only 10 percent of total nonprofit income originates from private philanthropic
giving in those countries, nearly half (47%) of all nonprofit revenue comes from product sales and service
charges, and 43 percent from government.18 Numerous earlier researches reached essentially the same
conclusion.19 The United Nations’ system of National Accounts defines a nonprofit organization as one that
receives at least half of its revenue from private giving. 20 Using this definition, we would not be able to
find many nonprofit organizations in the world.21
If private giving is not the major source of nonprofit income, what is? The answer to this question
is “it depends”. Three broad patterns can be identified.22

Fee-Dominant Pattern
In some countries, private fee income surpasses all other sources of nonprofit revenue, constituting
the largest share of total support. Examples include Japan, Hungary, Italy, the United States, and Great
Britain. The United States is a typical case of this pattern. True, the United States has the highest level of
private giving and most developed private foundation sector in the world. But, while private giving is more
important in the United States than it does in any other country, it is by no means the major source of
nonprofit income. In 1992, total revenues available to the American nonprofit sector were estimated at
$508.5 billion. Private charitable contributions accounted for only 18.4 percent of the sector resources. The
most important source of America’s nonprofit sector was dues, fees, service charges, and commercial
incomes. Included here are college tuition payments, charges for hospital care, income from investments
and sales of products, and so on. This source alone accounted for more than half (50.2 percent) of all
nonprofit revenues. Government subsidies--the second most important source of income of America’s
nonprofit sector—accounted for the rest of 31.1 percent of nonprofit income.23 Since the Reagan era, due to
possible cutbacks of government subsidies and stagnant private giving, American nonprofit organizations
have been under constant budgetary pressure. To find alternative sources of income, they have moved into
the commercial market in a big way. Nonprofit organizations are now doing all kinds of businesses, from
YMCA’s fitness centers to Museum’s gift shops to universities’ alliances with big corporations. Scholars
now use such phrases as “commercial transformation” to describe the historical change that has happened
to the American nonprofit sector in the last two decades of the 20th century.24 From 1977 to 1996, nonprofit
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revenue in the United States increased by 96 percent, much faster than the American economy as a whole
(62 percent). Revenue from fees and service charges accounted for 55 percent of the growth, while
government assistance accounted for another 41 percent. Private saving contributed only 4 percent to the
overall growth of nonprofit revenue.25 If the current trend continues, which is very likely, the already
highly commercialized American nonprofit sector would become more commercialized.

Government Dominant Pattern
This pattern is very common among European countries, where the largest funding source of the
nonprofit sector often is government subsidies and grants. For instance, in large continental countries such
as Germany and France, government accounts for 68 percent and 60 percent of total nonprofit income,
respectively.26 In small countries of West and North Europe, government support is even more pronounced.
The Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, and Switzerland are cases in point. In the Netherlands, the government
finances nearly 90 percent of nonprofit spending. In Sweden, nonprofit organizations derive more than two
thirds of their income from the government.27 Switzerland is a classic case of decentralization. However, as
far as nonprofit finance is concerned, it is very centralized. According to one scholar, “very often Swiss
NGOs are financed almost exclusively by government grants.”28 In many countries, government funding is
so important that nonprofit organizations flourish only in those areas where such funding is available.
Many people believe that the relationship between the nonprofit sector and government is one of
inherent conflict, in which one’s gain is the other’s loss. If they were right, the government would never
lend support to nonprofit organizations. But the public financing of the nonprofit sector is an undeniable
fact, which suggests that the government-nonprofit relation could be one of partnership. The partnership
often takes the form of public finance/private production: The government relies on nonprofit organizations
for the actual delivery of services, while nonprofit organizations rely on the government for financial
support. In such a cooperative relationship, each party can use its own strength to counteract the other’s
weakness. Government financing helps nonprofit organizations to solve the free rider problem, while
private production tends to be more efficient than government production. As a result, rather than having
limited the growth of the nonprofit sector, government intervention may actually facilitate its expansion.29

Foreign Aid Dominant Pattern
For two reasons, nonprofit or non-governmental organizations in the third world (Southern NGOs)
are unlikely to mobilize enough funds from domestic sources, whether government or private. As pointed
out above, free riding tends to be more pervasive in poor countries than in their rich counterparts. It is
therefore unrealistic for Southern NGOs to rely mainly on private giving. Meanwhile, the governments of
those countries tend to have rather weak extractive and administrative capacity. Since government revenue
can hardly sustain its basic functions, it is unlikely to spend much on subsidizing NGOs. Then, one may
ask, how can we explain what Salamon calls “associational revolution” in much of the third world?30
Where do Southern NGOs get their funds? A crucial force helping to foster the growth of Southern NGOs
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has been sizable network of nonprofit organizations working in the developing countries (Northern NGOs).
Over 4,600 such organizations were in existence as of the early 1980s, including church-related missionary
and service agencies, secular nonprofit agencies, foundations, labor and educational groups, and others. In
1990 alone, Northern NGOs provided Southern NGOs with financial aids worth $7.2 billion, equivalent to
13 percent of official assistance third world countries received from foreign government or to 2.5 percent of
total capital inflows for them. 31 It should be noted that these Northern NGOs are often subsidized by their
governments. In 1985, for instance, the West German government transferred 7% of its official
development assistance through German NGOs.32 In other words, Western governments often channel
money to Southern NGOs through Northern NGOs. Of course, these governments also provide direct
grants to Southern NGOs. In the United States, for instance, beginning in the early-1980s, the Congress has
pushed to change American foreign aid policies. In 1981, the Congress required 12 percent of financial aids
to third world countries to be distributed directly to indigenous Southern NGOs. The ratio was raised to
13.5 percent in 1986. 33 International organizations such as OECD, the World Bank, the United Nations and
its agencies have also joined the effort to foster NGOs in the developing world.34
As a result of greater funding being made available by Northern NGOs, foreign governments, and
international organizations, Southern NGOs have experienced phenomenal expansion in the last two
decades. The influx of funds, however, makes those NGOs highly dependent on foreign donors. A study of
62 NGOs in Eastern Africa found that 36 of them received 75 to 100 percent of their funds from foreign
sources and 7 between 50 and 75 percent. Only in 18 organizations under study, less than 25 percent of
income originated from abroad. 35 The situation elsewhere in the third world was even worse. In India,
while NGOs annual income was about $580 million as of the early 1990s, nearly 90 percent came from
abroad, with the rest 10 percent being filled by government subsidies. 36 India’s neighbor, Sri Lanka, was
no difference. According to James’s research, “foreign contributions are by far the largest single source of
income, providing 87 percent of total revenues.”37 South Africa’s anti-apartheid NGOs were largely a
creation made possible by foreign funds.38
Western donors have also contributed to the emergence and development of the nonprofit sector in
Eastern Europe. The most famous case was probably the Solidarity organization in Poland, which was
financed to a large extent by American labor unions and other official and unofficial institutions.39 In fact,
the Solidarity was only one of many Polish non-governmental organizations that drew their income mainly
from foreign sources. Without foreign funds, a wide range of nonprofit projects and programs in Poland
could never have existed.40 Poland is not alone in this regard. After the collapse of the Soviet camp in
1989-1990, many Western foundations and NGOs have set up their offices, helped establish local NGOs,
and even built up umbrella organizations in Eastern Europe. They brought an unprecedented flow of funds
to the region. According to a recent comparative study, “many nonprofit sectors in the East Europe are
highly dependent on foreign funding.” For example:
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In Albania: “Financial and technical assistance from foreign NGOs are mainstays of most
Albanian NGOs.”

In Bulgaria: “No reliable statistics are available on the resources of Bulgaria’s civic sector, but
most funding comes from foreign sources.”

In Georgia: “In Georgia today, NGOs are heavily reliant on outside funding and grants to sustain
their activities.”

In Moldova: “Most NGOs in Moldova currently rely on funding from international aid
organizations or foundations established by international organizations such as the Soros
Foundation of Moldova.”

In Romania: “International aid makes up 52% of the total financial resources available to
Romania’s civic sector.”

In Hungary: “The nonprofit sector probably has a relatively low general level of foreign funding.
But even there, the extent of the dependence of some nonprofits’ activities on foreign support is
alarming.”41
In Russia, the situation is more or less the same.42

Although the levels of income are generally higher in these transition countries than in most third
world countries, both private giving and government financial support are very limited. Therefore, foreign
funding becomes the predominant source of income for the nonprofit sectors in those countries.

Implications for Autonomy

In the last section, we identify three patterns of nonprofit financing: the private fee-dominant
pattern, the government-dominant pattern, and the foreign aid-dominant pattern. The first two patterns
prevail in developed countries, whereas the last in third world and transition countries. Now the question is
whether sources of funding are going to affect nonprofit behavior. If yes, how?

Reliance Too Much on Fees and Sales
When nonprofits depend mainly on fees and service charges, it is inevitable that the behavioral
line between for-profit and nonprofit organizations will become blurred. This is so because, to maximize
fee income, those organizations have to hire managers who have pecuniary instead of nonprofit motives
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and values (dedicated volunteers may not necessarily be effective salespersons). To attract such
moneymaking-oriented managers, they have to somehow change their traditional compensation practice,
which is likely to result in the violation of the nonprofit constraints. Also to maximize fee income, it may
be necessary for nonprofits to move into markets that are unrelated to their mission activities but could
yield substantial commercial returns. Doing this, however, will encounter fierce competition from for-profit
companies that happen to operate in these same markets. In an increasingly competitive environment,
nonprofits might have to modify their missions and change their operations further in order to survive
financially. As nonprofits behave more and more like for-profit companies, they will be perceived as such,
leading to the same distrust that people feel toward for-profits.
Meanwhile, where services are provided only to populations who can afford to pay, nonprofit
organizations’ service structure and client focus will inevitably change. Once nonprofits become more
interested in their own financial survival than in serving the needs of the disadvantaged, they can hardly be
called “charitable” any more. In every society, there are people who are too poor to buy services at market
prices. When nonprofits operate according to the market principle as for-profit firms do, who will take care
of them?
In sum, although commercialization may enable nonprofit organizations to overcome income
shortfalls, it will exert a subtle yet significant influence on their ways of behavior. With their principal
mission altered, nonprofit organizations confront an identity crisis even if they can retain their
organizational autonomy. That is why this trend of commercialization has greatly worried those who place
high hopes on the nonprofit sector.43

Reliance Too Much on Government
Salamon rightly identified three potential dangers to the nonprofit sector if it relies too much on
government funding: bureaucratization, vendorism, and loss of independence. But he quickly dismissed
them, arguing that these dangers did not appear to be as severe as many think.44 Recent researches on
government-nonprofit relations in the United States and elsewhere, however, suggest that these dangers are
real.45
Bureaucratization The procedures for applying for government grants and obtaining government
contracts are often extremely complicated, and regulations with regard to the uses of government grants
and contracts frequently undergo changes. In order to receive government funds, nonprofit organizations
often have to hire professional staff into their organizations. To meet the requirements for proposal writing,
to administer new public programs, and to comply with governmental regulations, many nonprofit
organizations assign dedicated staff to each government agency that allocates money to secure grant and/or
contract, which consumes an excessive amount of staff time.46 “As a result, many nonprofit organizations
developed very complex organizational structures, which largely parallel their public funding streams.”47
Proposal writing, reporting, and financial planning substantially increase the costs of organizational
maintenance, thus deflecting key resources from the principal missions of these organizations.
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Vendorism What also tends to compromise nonprofit organizations’ mission is their desperateness
for obtaining government funds. When government becomes the main source of income, nonprofit
organizations are often forced to pursue available government funding by all means, including changing
their basic missions and characters. For instance, Smith and Lipsky find that many American radical
organizations born in the 1960s have gradually transformed themselves into “docile, homogenized, publicsupported social service bureaucracies—a process driven by years of dependence on government grants.”48
Loss of Independence When an nonprofit organization relies on the government for funding and
the government relies on the organization for service delivery, some see a “partnership” that benefits
both,49 while others see a “patron-client relationship”. As Frumkin points out, “for there to be a true
partnership between government and nonprofits, there must be a relative balance in power between the
sectors.”50 Clearly, power distribution between government and nonprofits is by no means even. When
nonprofits’ income depends mainly on government, it is the latter that decides how to allocate funds, which
organizations to support, what services contracted nonprofit organizations should deliver, and the like. If
nonprofit organizations have to deliver state-financed services on the terms defined mostly, or even
exclusively, by the government, they can hardly be true “partners” with the government. It is more
appropriate to call them “agents” of the government. As the patron of nonprofit organizations, the
government can lure the latter to concentrate their activities in areas that they would not otherwise. To the
extent that government funding can distort their missions, nonprofit organizations’ autonomy is no doubt
infringed. James was right when he concluded from his comparative study: “government regulations often
follow government funding.”51 Indeed, when government funds begin to dominate, it is difficult for
nonprofit organizations to safeguard their independence.52

Reliance Too Much on Foreign Aid
In order to investigate the possible impacts of foreign funds on indigenous NGOs in third world
and transition countries, we should first try to understand why foreign donors wish to provide financial
support to those groups. According to James, the primary objective of Western governments is to win
influence abroad. Therefore, they only have incentive to support those NGOs abroad that they believe as
being sympathetic in goals and orientation. As for Northern NGOs, James assumes that their managers
“care about control and impact, i.e. discretionary power which they can use to maximize their utility.” “It
follows that they prefer to work with non-governmental bodies, which they can select and influence, rather
than with the governments, whose size, power, and monopoly status make it relatively immune to pressures
from nonprofit organizations. Therefore, foreign nonprofits donate to NGOs rather than governments… in
order best to control and monitor the use of their funds.”53
Given their objective function, we should expect to see foreign donors dictating, to a large extent,
which local NGOs will dominate the scene. And they would select recipients of their funds not so much
according to local needs as according to their own preferences, priorities and concerns that may or may not
accord with the priorities of the local society. These conjectures are confirmed by many empirical studies.
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For instance, with the explicit objective of promoting civil liberty and civil society worldwide, the US
government assistance programs in many countries specifically focused on supporting local “liberal” and
“civic” organizations. Organizations not being operating in those areas are normally not eligible for US
assistance.54 American foundations share the same preference. The availability of foreign funds in certain
areas tends to induce new organizations to emerge and to lure existing ones to move into these areas to grab
the funds. In general, it is those urban NGOs that have the greatest ability to communicate with foreign
donors will obtain most generous support. As a result, in many third world countries, there appear to be two
types of NGOs: those with substantial foreign funding and those with little or no foreign funding. The
groups of the former type are able to survive and flourish, while the groups of the latter often wither away
prematurely or remain small.55 The problem is that those nurtured by foreign money do not necessarily
respond to the interests or needs of the local population. In a sense, they are artificial creatures. What is
worse, some NGOs may even degenerate into agents of foreign governments.56
For those organizations that are not rooted in the local society, it is a great challenge to raise local
support and become financially independent from foreign donors. Therefore, they are extremely vulnerable
to the oscillation of foreign funds. Unfortunately, foreign funds tend to have an oscillating character. Thus,
reductions in foreign funds could destroy or at least paralyze them.57

Conclusion

For the nonprofit sector, individual giving of money and time is probably the best source of
support, because such support normally comes with little or no strings attached. When an nonprofit
organization can enlist support from a large number of individual donors, a single donor is not in a position
to threaten its independence. Contributions from large foundations and corporations are different. Such
income often comes with some kinds of strings.58 However, comparing to funds from commercial
activities, governments, and foreign donors, private philanthropic support (including giving by foundations
and corporations) appears to be much less threatening to the sector’s independence. Unfortunately, we can
hardly find any country in today’s world where private giving is the major source of nonprofit revenue.
This study shows that the nonprofit sector in almost every country relies mainly on either commercial
earnings, or government handouts, or foreign contributions. Thus, the nonprofit sector faces a dilemma. On
the one hand, private giving is good for maintaining independence, but relying on it alone would not allow
the sector to survive. On the other hand, it is easier to obtain funds through commercial activities, or from
government or foreign donors, but to get such incomes, nonprofit organizations often have to alter their
missions and characters. Given their revenue structure, we may conclude that the nonprofit sector in no
country is fully independence. And as long as they are not able to become financially independent, it is
unlikely that they will be able to set their agenda free of external influence. To ensure a reasonable degree
of autonomy, the nonprofit sector has to build up a solid base of private philanthropic support. However, it
is unrealistic to expect that private giving will constitute a major source of nonprofit income. Thus, the only

14

feasible solution to the dilemma discussed here is to avoid relying too much on any single source of
revenue, whether it is from commercial activities, government, or foreign donors.
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Fig ure 1: Tax B urden and P rivate G iving
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